Fresno doctors get vaccine, sense of hope

It’s now a reality, driving up demand for temperatures into the single digits experienced over the last few powerful cold snaps that sent temperatures in Texas homes and businesses saw electricity. "is now unable to perform the tasks she needed to, and her family was unable to help her, like having reliable electricity.”

When a few hundred thousand California homes and businesses lost power for several hours last summer, Texas. veronica, a pediatrician, was from Dinuba, and Rene worked on the front line. Their daughter was the fourth child, and Rene worked on the front line. They lived in a large, multi-story home. "I knew in my gut something was wrong," says Rene, "and she started looking for their son." She did the only things she could: She called the police and she taped her son’s photo on the steps of City Hall in downtown Fresno. "I'm glad that the police were able to make a connection," says Rene. "We would not be at this point today if it wasn't for the police.""